The Pittsburgh 2030 District is an internationally recognized, locally driven, voluntary initiative that empowers, supports, and inspires business and building owners and managers across four Pittsburgh neighborhoods1 as they collaboratively work toward 50% reductions in energy use, water consumption, and transportation emissions (below baselines) by the year 2030. Since 2012, Pittsburgh 2030 District efforts have helped save money, increased buildings’ operational efficiencies, connected best practices and thought-leadership, and strengthened Pittsburgh’s triple bottom line. Property Partners are committed to achieving the 2030 Challenge’s² aggressive building performance goals – and are supported in those efforts by Community stakeholders and Resource providers. Part of the international 2030 Districts Network, the Pittsburgh 2030 District’s signatories represent 491 buildings totaling over 78.7 million square feet of real estate. This private-public partnership is facilitated by Green Building Alliance (GBA).

Participation in the Pittsburgh 2030 District has quantifiable benefits for property developers, building owners, and facility managers. Partners share, learn, and collaborate at monthly Partner Meetings, where best practices are communicated and connections are made. The District also provides Property Partners with centralized access to relevant local and national projects and initiatives; funding incentives; financing opportunities; the nationwide 2030 District group purchasing marketplace; confidential, contextualized, peer-facility building performance comparisons; and public recognition of participation.

Together, GBA and Pittsburgh 2030 District Partners demonstrate that high performing buildings can simultaneously increase business and property profitability, enhance real estate asset values, reduce environmental impacts, and improve occupant health. This type of collaborative action is a strategic undertaking to invest in Pittsburgh’s future by keeping it resilient and innovative, while addressing ongoing regional, national, and global challenges.

This annual report summarizes the Pittsburgh 2030 District’s 2016 progress toward attaining the bold 2030 Challenge goals that are earnestly being pursued by participants on behalf of the Pittsburgh region.

**DISTRICT PROGRESS YEAR END 2016**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2020</th>
<th>2025</th>
<th>2030</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.7%</td>
<td>7.4%</td>
<td>24.2%</td>
<td>IN DEVELOPMENT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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2016
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2017

70% participation & 100th property partner

Boundary Expansion: Northside
The Pittsburgh 2030 District is part of the international 2030 Districts Network, which develops and sustains the 15 established and other emerging 2030 Districts as they empower and inspire members and partners to achieve 2030 Challenge goals. Across North America, 318 million square feet of real estate has been committed to a 2030 District. Of that space, nearly 25% (78.7 million square feet) is in Pittsburgh. Given the Pittsburgh 2030 District’s leadership among established 2030 District cities and strategic geographic location, the Pittsburgh 2030 District frequently acts as a resource for other 2030 Districts, Emerging Districts, and cities interested in forming new 2030 Districts.

### Established Districts
- Albuquerque, Austin, Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, Grand Rapids, Ithaca, Los Angeles, Pittsburgh, Portland (ME), San Antonio, San Francisco, Seattle, Stamford, and Toronto

### Emerging Districts
- Ann Arbor, Burlington, Detroit, New York City, Philadelphia, and Tucson

---

**WHAT IS ENERGY/WATER USE INTENSITY?**

Just as a car’s fuel efficiency is calculated in miles per gallon and a baseball pitcher’s performance measured using earned run average, a building can employ energy use intensity (EUI) and water use intensity (WUI) as performance metrics.

\[
\text{EUI} = \frac{\text{Total Annual Energy Use (kBtu)}}{\text{Building Area (sqft)}}
\]
The 2030 District goals are based on the international “2030 Challenge for Planning” targets shown in Figure 3, originally issued in 2006 by Architecture 2030. Separate 2030 Challenge tracks exist for new construction and existing buildings, each having incremental goals seeking to drastically improve building performance by 2030. New construction and major renovation projects are working toward carbon neutrality, while existing buildings are pursuing 50% energy use reductions (below baseline). All buildings are committed to water use and transportation emission reductions of 50% below baselines. Individual improvement is aggregated to provide this annual summary of Pittsburgh 2030 District progress toward each goal, with property-level specifics held in confidence and shared only with each respective Property Partner.

The Pittsburgh 2030 District is one District comprised of two boundaries - one in Downtown Pittsburgh (including portions of the Northside and Uptown neighborhoods) and another in Oakland. As the second- and third-largest commercial business districts in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Downtown and Oakland together include the participation of more than 25 distinct building use types, each with energy and water use intensity baselines that reflect their size and usage mix. Baselines specific to building use types are imperative for performance context, comparison, and progress measurement.

While Downtown includes more office buildings, Oakland has a significant number of higher education and healthcare facilities that tend to be more energy- and water-use intensive. For example, on average, a hospital has greater energy use per square foot than an office building, resulting in a higher EUI baseline. Thus, when looking at the two boundaries, building use type plays a significant role in understanding energy and water use.

---

**2030 CHALLENGE GOALS: EXISTING BUILDINGS**

**2030 CHALLENGE GOALS: NEW BUILDINGS & MAJOR RENOVATIONS**
Working with each participating Property Partner, the Pittsburgh 2030 District establishes property-specific site EUI baselines using EPA’s ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager and the 2003 Commercial Building Energy Consumption Survey (CBECS). Each building’s baseline takes into account the national average EUI for that building use type, including current use(s), operational characteristics, and Pittsburgh’s climate zone. In a few cases where the building use type is truly unique, a custom baseline was created.

For the 2016 performance year, annual energy consumption data from 370 properties totaling 69.7 million square feet was shared with GBA. To determine the District’s progress, each property’s total energy consumption was aggregated. The total reported square footage represents 89% of participating properties.

Figure 4 and Table 1 summarize the progress toward energy reduction goals. The District EUI is the total site energy consumption reported (8,231 million kBtu) divided by the total square footage of reporting properties (69.7 million square feet). This results in an average site EUI of 118, which represents a 10.7% reduction from the baseline – equivalent to 982 million kBtu avoided. Additionally, eight Property Partners reported the purchase of Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs), accounting for 2.5% of the 10.7% energy reduction, or 224 million kBtu.
OFFICE BUILDINGS 200,000+ SQ FT: 2016 PERFORMANCE

Each bar in Figure 7 represents a single office building and its progress toward achieving its energy reduction goal. As a group, large office buildings are making significant progress. There are 28 office buildings larger than 200,000 square feet (including government offices) reporting in the Pittsburgh 2030 District, representing 24% of the total committed square footage. As a cohort, they are 28.7% below baseline and 64% have already achieved their 2020 energy reduction goal of 20% below baseline.
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Unlike energy, a large, national water dataset does not exist for the commercial building sector. From 2012 to 2015, GBA worked with the Pittsburgh Water and Sewer Authority (PWSA) to establish a water baseline for both the Downtown and Oakland boundaries using historic water consumption information. To date, water use intensity (WUI) baselines for 15 different use types have been established. For the 2016 performance year, the annual water consumption of 247 properties representing 58% of committed square feet was shared. As shown in Figure 8, this results in a site WUI of 20.7, representing a 7.4% reduction below the baseline, equivalent to 74.5 million gallons avoided.

For the 2016 performance year, the annual water consumption of 247 properties representing 58% of committed square feet was shared. As shown in Figure 8, this results in a site WUI of 20.7, representing a 7.4% reduction below the baseline, equivalent to 74.5 million gallons avoided.
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In October 2016, the City of Pittsburgh became the 17th city in the country to adopt a legislated building benchmarking approach. As a result, starting in 2017, owners of nonresidential buildings over 50,000 square feet (or portions of mixed-use buildings with at least 50,000 square feet of nonresidential space) must annually submit whole building energy and water usage to the City. This legislation follows similar requirements in effect in many U.S. cities, including Austin, Boston, New York City, Philadelphia, San Francisco, Seattle, and Washington, D.C.

Annual building benchmarking information will be published online, allowing owners, tenants, prospective buyers or lessees, and the general public to view energy and water usage. This increased transparency allows businesses and individuals to make informed choices related to building decisions, while also providing a method for tracking building efficiency and monitoring maintenance needs.

As shown in Figure 10, approximately 1,025 buildings in the City of Pittsburgh need to comply with the legislation, including 268 properties within the District boundary. The City of Pittsburgh and other government- and authority-owned facilities will be the first to disclose their buildings’ performance, reporting information by June 1, 2017, for the 2016 performance year. Other eligible buildings are required to report on the 2017 performance year by June 1, 2018.

Building owners will use EPA’s ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager website to report energy and water consumption. This online tool is already used by Pittsburgh 2030 District Property Partners to report annual consumption and share property information with GBA. With permission from the Property Partner, the Pittsburgh 2030 District can serve as a compliance mechanism for participating partners.
From 2013 through 2015, GBA worked with the Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission (SPC) to determine a Pittsburgh 2030 District transportation emissions baseline for Downtown Pittsburgh. The modeled baseline established a 2013 average mode split by person trips and associated emissions from commuter transportation to and from Downtown. The baseline was developed using SPC’s “Regional Travel Demand Model,” which estimates commuter trips into and out of the District’s Downtown boundary from the 10-county Southwestern Pennsylvania region. It also specifies emission impacts for each mode of transportation.11

In estimating regional commuter transportation patterns inbound to Downtown, the Pittsburgh 2030 District Downtown Transportation Baseline represents the modeled commuting patterns of over 60 million annual person trips over a variety of mode choices. As depicted in Figure 12, each mode has associated carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions, the transportation metric against which the 2030 Challenge is measured. For example, a single-occupancy vehicle emits 4.5 kg of CO2 per average trip, whereas an average bus trip emits only 1.6 kg of CO2 per person.

Led by GBA and 10 regional transportation stakeholders, the 2015 Make My Trip Count (MMTC) commuter survey asked respondents a series of questions related to residence zip code, commute destination, and transportation modes for commuting to and from work or school.12 Over 20,700 responses were collected, including 9,598 from people commuting to Downtown. Those heading to buildings committed to the Pittsburgh 2030 District’s Downtown boundary comprised 7,801 of the responses and were analyzed for measured performance against the modeled SPC Downtown baseline as shown in Figure 11.

In addition to tracking districtwide emission performance, MMTC responses helped determined mode splits for both boundaries. People commuting to and from Oakland provided 7,013 of the responses. Figure 13 illustrates how MMTC respondents’ mode use varied between Downtown and Oakland destinations. Overall transit use (bus and light rail) was higher for Downtown commuters, while cyclists and walkers represented a larger portion of Oakland commuters.

### CO2 Emissions by Mode

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>CO2 (kg) per person trip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drive Alone</td>
<td>4.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpool</td>
<td>3.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpool (3+)</td>
<td>3.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanpool</td>
<td>3.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Rail (T)</td>
<td>2.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus</td>
<td>1.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bike</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walk</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
p4 PERFORMANCE MEASURES

A collaboration between the City of Pittsburgh and The Heinz Endowments, the p4 initiative was created to “forge a new model of urban growth and development that is innovative, inclusive, and sustainable,” centered around People, Planet, Place, and Performance. It was launched at an April 2015 summit, with activities continuing to the present.

In October 2016, 12 p4 Performance Measures were released, with a goal of providing investment prioritization for Pittsburgh development projects in the following categories: Community, Opportunity, Economy, Housing, Land, Public, Connect, Rainwater, Air, Energy, Innovation, and Design. Each category offers 10 points based on quantifiable metrics, including the Energy Performance Measure, which is built around 2030 Challenge goals.

Over 100 technical and community experts contributed to the p4 Performance Measures, including numerous GBA staff and board members, Pittsburgh 2030 District Partners, GBA members, and other stakeholders. The measures are being used by public agencies, funders, developers, building owners, project design teams, and communities.
To help Property Partners enhance indoor air quality (IAQ) while striving toward other reductions, GBA has partnered with the University of Pittsburgh’s Mascaro Center for Sustainable Innovation to develop a standard protocol for IAQ measurement, tracking, and benchmarking.

Indoor air quality is important – consensus within academia conclude both physical and mental health gains, as well as a decrease in absenteeism can be attributed to improved IAQ. As employee salaries and healthcare costs dominate expenditures in the workplace, even minor improvements in health and productivity can result in tremendous financial gains for companies.

A Pittsburgh 2030 District IAQ Pilot has been ongoing since 2014, with an interim goal of evaluating direct and indirect impacts of energy reductions on IAQ (e.g., changes to the building and life cycle impacts on regional outdoor air quality, respectively). Six Pittsburgh 2030 District Property Partners have participated in an IAQ Pilot, which included on-site testing, HVAC equipment evaluation, and improvement recommendations. The testing protocol was modeled on the EPA’s Building Assessment Survey and Evaluation. Each evaluation included a site visit, selection of a target study area and monitoring location, characterization and sampling of the building, data analysis, and an occupant satisfaction survey.

This ongoing effort supports the ultimate objective of developing scalable, districtwide IAQ goals and strategies for improvement in IAQ measures, metrics, and performance.
FOOTNOTES

1 The Pittsburgh 2030 District boundaries encompass all of Downtown Pittsburgh and Oakland, as well as parts of Uptown and the Northside.


5 Although their 2016 energy consumption was reported to GBA, 37 properties are not included in energy summaries for one of two reasons: 1) imprecise baselines due to nonstandard building uses OR 2) data inconsistencies (i.e., gaps in 2017 utility consumption, missing tenant information, or unavailability of all utility meters).

6 The 2030 Challenge allows for 20% of the required reduction to come from the purchase of renewable energy and/or certified renewable energy credits. This allowance is on a per building basis.

7 $52.2 million in avoided energy costs was calculated using an average cost of $0.09/kWh for electricity, $8.92/MCF for gas, $18.98/Mlb for steam, $0.34/ton-hour for chilled water, and $15.70/mmBTU for hot water. CO2e is based on EPA conversion factors for each fuel type.


9 Although their 2016 water consumption was reported to GBA, 40 properties are not included in water summaries for one of two reasons: 1) imprecise baselines due to nonstandard building uses OR 2) data inconsistencies (i.e., gaps in 2017 utility consumption, missing tenant information, or unavailability of all utility meters).

10 $4.6 million in avoided water and sewage costs was calculated using an average cost of $0.02 per gallon for water and sewer. The average four-person home uses approximately 146,000 gallons of water annually. U.S. Geological Survey. (2016). Water Questions & Answers. water.usgs.gov/edu/qa-home-percapita.html.
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ABOUT GBA
Green Building Alliance (GBA) is a nonprofit organization that inspires the creation of healthy, high performing places for everyone through leadership that connects knowledge, transformative ideas, and collaborative action. GBA was founded in 1993, was the first U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) affiliate, and remains an aligned USGBC chapter. Headquartered in Pittsburgh and serving the 26 counties of Western Pennsylvania, we at GBA advance our mission through education, technical assistance, advocacy, and two programs: the Pittsburgh 2030 District and Green & Healthy Schools Academy (GHSA).